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I am going to turn your a eiea--- attention to ateher---av a very interesting

instance of another kind, but an instance where 4 great truths have been suggested
but

a in the Bible, suggested, not clearly enunéiated or explained, /suggested,

and then the modernL scientists discovered this truth and have.., and we find that

it is in the Bible all the time. Before I point out this truth, I want to say

a word about a man who was very famous about 50 years ago. This wants name

was Sigmund Freud. Now, Freud developed certain theories about psycbology./ which

have had a tremendous influence. Along with these theories, he developed certain

aspects where he gave a tremendous overemphases to certain phases of abnormal

psychology and many , some psyehologists have followed him in these phases, and

many do not. ut he did lay a foundation of modern psychiatry and modern

psychèlogy, and made it by a great discovery which is the foundation of all modern

psychiatry, and thej4- that discovery was that the mind of human beings includes

an awful lot more than what is conscious. H found it in the first place when

he dealt with a case of a man whose arm was paralyzed and he could not move, and

they could not find anything that was wrong! physically with the man. And then

they found that certain experiences that he had had gave him a terrible fear and

resulted in his arm being paralyzed. When they found out what these experiences

were, and bring it to his attention and get him to understand it and get his

arm relaxed and he was able to use it again. And so, Freud gave a paper before

the Medical Soceity in which he presented this and they just laughed at him,

and paid no attention to him, but he went on pushing this idda that the mind
has
had a great element which is unconscious to us, and that our unfulfilled

longing and desires and hatred and antagonism, our frustration cause an effect

within the mind and we do not deal with them and get rid of theme in some way

and face them somehow, and we just crush them down there, they have bad effects

upon us both mentally and physically. A few years ago a doctor told me that

he believes that 9!lO of our physical ailments are psychosomatic, that is,

he meant that it is caused by some emotion or by some idea or by some frustration
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